A null path in 5D can appear as a timelike path in 4D, and for a certain gauge in 5D the motion of a massive particle in 4D obeys the usual quantization rule with an uncertainty-type relation. Generalizations of this result are discussed in regard to induced-matter and membrane theory.
Introduction
Recently there have been two related results in dynamics from five-dimensional relativity which are remarkable. (a) When a theory like general relativity is extended from 4D to 5D a fifth force appears, and this can manifest itself in spacetime [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In 4D it is well known that the force (per unit inertial mass) and velocity are constrained by the orthogonality condition f α u α = 0 (α = 0, 123). In 5D the corresponding condition is f A u A = 0 (A = 0, 123, 4) , but then f α u α = −f 4 u 4 = 0 [7] . The fifth force does not manifest itself for a certain class of metrics based on pure canonical coordinates [2] , for metrics where the coordinates can be chosen so as to make the velocity in the extra dimension comoving [8] , and for metrics parametized in such a way as to make it disappear [15] . In general, however, the fifth force exists for 5D metrics which depend on the extra coordinate x 4 = l, and is therefore present in both induced-matter theory [2-8, 12, 13, 16] and brane theory [9-11, 14, 15] . The fifth force is different from others in 4D dynamics in that it acts parallel to the 4-velocity u α , so it is natural to express its effects in terms of the momenta or the (inertial) rest mass m of the particle that feels it [2, 6, 8, 9] . This is why m can be related to l or its rate of change, depending on the coordinates, as will be discussed below. (b)
When a manifold is extended from 4D to 5D the spacetime line element ds is embedded in a larger line element dS, and particles which are massive and move on timelike paths in 4D with ds 2 > 0 can move on null paths in 5D
with dS 2 = 0 [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Conventional causality is defined by ds 2 ≥ 0, but this is compatible with ds 2 ≥ 0 or ds 2 ≤ 0 [18] . Photons move on 5D geodesics with ds 2 = 0 = dS 2 , but massive particles can also move on geodesics with dS 2 = 0 provided 4D paths are allowed with m = m (s). This will in general be the case if the fifth force acts, as outlined above. The mass variation does not manifest itself if the parameter along the path is specially chosen to make it disappear [19] ; but to make contact with standard 4D dynamics it is logical to use s as the parameter, so in general m = m (s) in both inducedmatter theory and brane theory. The null condition dS 2 = 0 is compatible with the conventional relation between the energy, momentum and mass of a particle in 4D but means that its "energy" is zero in 5D. This agrees with the fact that Campbell's theorem guarantees the local embedding of any 4D
Riemannian space which is curved and contains matter in a 5D Riemannian space which is Ricci-flat and empty [21] [22] [23] [24] . The precise form for the energy of a particle in 4D depends on the 5D metric or the coordinates, as will be discussed below.
The results summarized in (a), (b) above are startling but classical in nature. We wish to compliment them below by deriving some results related to the quantized aspects of particle dynamics. It is already apparent that 5D physics is enriched by the addition of an extra dimension but perforce encumbered by the need to make a choice of 5D coordinates (or gauge) which gives back recognizeable 4D physics. Obviously the group of 5D coordinate transformations x A → x A x B is wider than the group of 4D coordinate transformations x α → x α x β , and wider than the restricted group of trans-
In the next section, we will therefore start without apology from a metric which is chosen (with hindsight) to give back recognizeable 4D physics.
This metric does not look like the canonical metric of induced-matter theory (which is basically a factor in l 2 multiplied onto an Einstein metric plus an extra flat part) or the warp metric of brane theory (which is basically an exponential factor in l multiplied onto an Einstein metric plus an extra flat part). After deriving some results from the new metric we will, however, reinterpret it and put it into context. Our results will support the conjecture [8] that classical 5D physics can lead to quantized 4D physics.
The 5D Planck and Einstein Gauges
The 5D line element given by dS Based on the preceding, consider a line element given by
Here L is a constant length introduced for dimensional consistency whose physical meaning we will return to below. The Lagragian density L = (dS ds) 2 [19] has associated with it 5-momenta given by
These define a 5D scalar which is the analog of the one used in 4D quantum mechanics:
This is zero for dS 2 = 0, since then (1) gives
where l 0 is a constant. The second member of this shows why some workers have related the (inertial) rest mass of a particle to l [8] and some to its rate of change [20] with consistent results: the two parametizations are essentially equivalent. In both cases, the variation is slow if s L ≪ 1 (see below). We prefer to proceed with the former, because it is simpler. Also, this makes the first part of the 5D line element in (1) essentially the element of the usual 4D action mcds. It should be noted in passing that in forming the total action from the latter quantity, the m should go inside the integral, even in 4D theory [31] . The appropriate parametization with the problem as set up here is l = h/mc, the Compton wavelength of the particle. The latter has finite energy in 4D, but zero "energy" in 5D because P A dx A = 0.
The corresponding quantity in 4D is p α dx α and for a massive particle is nonzero. Using relations from the preceding paragraph, it is
The fact that this can be positive or negative goes back to (4), but since the motion is reversible we will suppress the sign in what follows for convenience.
We will also put L/l = n, anticipating a physical interpretation which indicates that it is not only dimensionless but may be a rational number. Then
Thus the conventional action of particle physics in 4D follows from a null line element (1) in 5D.
The other scalar quantity that is of interest in this approach is dp α dx α .
(It should be recalled that dx α transforms as a tensor but x α does not.)
Following the same procedure as above there comes
The first term inside the parenthesis here is zero if the acceleration is zero or if the scalar product with the velocity is zero as in conventional 4D dynamics (see Section 1). But even so, there is a contribution from the second term inside the parenthesis which is due to the change in mass of the particle.
This anomalous contribution has magnitude
where we have used (4) and n = L l. The latter implies dn n = −dl l = dK l K l where K l ≡ 1 l is the wavenumber for the extra dimension. Clearly (8) is a Heisenberg-type relation, and can be written
This requires some interpretation, however. Looking back at the 5D line element (1), it is apparent that L is a length scale not only for the extra dimension but also for the 4D part of the manifold. (There may be other scales associated with the sources for the potentials that figure in g αβ , and these may define a scale via the 4D Ricci scalar R, but we expect that the 5D field equations will relate R to L, as will be illustrated below.) As the particle moves in spacetime, it therefore "feels" L, and this is reflected in the behaviour of its mass and momentum. Relations (6) and (9) the former case obeys the conventional Uncertainty Principle while the latter case violates it. This subject clearly needs an in-depth study, but with the approach adopted here we tentatively identify the former case as applying to real particles and the latter case as applying to virtual particles.
The fundamental mode (n = 1) deserves special comment. This can be studied using (6)- (9), or directly from (1) by using l = h mc with dS 2 = 0. The latter procedure gives |dm| = mds L which with (6) yields m = mcds cL = nh cL. This defines for n = 1 a fundamental unit mass,
In general L is a scale set by the problem, analogous to the "box" size in old wave mechanics. In cosmology, we expect L to be related to the cosmological constant Λ. This inference is backed by detailed analysis of the field equations and an examination of certain exact solutions thereof [2, 5, 8, 9 and below]. These give Λ = 3 L 2 . The cosmological value of L = (3 Λ) 1/2 is a maximum for this parameter, defining a minimum for m 0 that applies even to particle physics. Astrophysical data indicate a positive value for Λ of approximately 3 × 10 −56 cm −2 , though in view of observational uncertainties this should be taken as a constraint rather than a determination [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The noted value corresponds to a density for the vacuum in general relativity of Λc 2 8πG ≃ 2 × 10 −29 g cm −3 , close to that required for closure.
The unit mass involved is
This is too small to be detected using current techniques and explains why mass does not appear to be quantized.
The mass unit (10) is tiny even by the standards of particle physics, and before proceeding to a presentation of more technical results a few comments on concepts may be useful. The mass (10) of order 10 −65 g follows from the length scale Λ −1/2 of order 10 28 cm, or equivalently the time scale of order 10 18 s which is the age of the universe. A more detailed analysis might alter the numbers somewhat (such an analysis might, for example, involve the size of the particle horizon at the current epoch or the current size of the cosmological "constant" in models where this parameter varies). But the magnitude of (10) is based on astrophysical data [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , and is expected to be correct to order of magnitude. However, the interaction of a particle with mass m o of order (10) with a vacuum of energy density of order Λc 4 8πG
involves poorly-understood physics. Preliminary discussions of this and related issues have been given recently [37, 38] . Our view, based on (1) and the more general line element (13) below, is that a "particle" is just a localized concentration of energy in a medium where the distinction between ordinary matter and the vacuum is convenient but artificial. Energy, defined as the quantity which curves 4D space, consists in general of contributions of both types [8, 37] . Indeed, energy is a 4D concept that can be derived from 5D geometry, with Campbell's theorem providing the link [21] [22] [23] [24] . The small mass (10) simply reflects the small (4D) curvature of the universe. In other problems, the parameter L in relations (1)- (10) would be many orders different from that given by (10) . Nevertheless, (10) defines the irreducible unit mass set by the energy density of the background universe as measured by the cosmological constant.
The metric (1) which leads to (10) and the other results noted above involve an algebraic choice for how x 4 = l enters that is suited to the physical identification l = h mc. Those results also depend on the assumption that the 5D path is null. It is appropriate to call (1) the Plank gauge. To put this gauge into the context of other work on 5D dynamics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , let us consider briefly how (1) may be altered in form and generalized.
which is pure canonical in form [2, 6, 8] . It is known that for (11) the 5D field equations R AB = 0 contain the 4D Einstein equations in the form G αβ = 3g αβ L 2 , which describes a vacuum spacetime with
(Here R AB is the 5D Ricci tensor, G αβ is the 4D Einstein tensor and R is the 4D Ricci scalar. The last relation was noted above.) While it is a special case of Campbell's theorem, we see that any solution of the 4D vacuum Einstein equations can be embedded in a solution of the 5D vacuum field equations, including that of Schwarzschild [8] . This implies that (11) is relevant to gravitational problems, and for this and other reasons discussed below we will henceforth refer to (11) as the Einstein gauge. It has been studied by several workers in the general case where g αβ = g αβ (x γ , l) and
As mentioned before, we expect that this will lead to violations of the Weak Equivalence Principle, since in general the 4-accelerations of test particles will depend on l, which whatever its physical meaning may not be the same for all of them. This is born out by the 5D geodesic equation, whose components yield equations of motion in spacetime and the extra dimension which can be written thus:
Here Γ µ βγ are the usual 4D Christoffel symbols, and f µ is the fifth force (per unit inertial mass) which was first found explicitly in the context of inducedmatter theory [2] but also figures in brane theory [9, 10] . Equation (12c) is second order, and is identically satisfied with no constraint on ∂g αβ ∂l by There is, however, an important difference from the physical perspective.
For the Planck gauge (1), we have argued that massive particles move on null 5D paths where the extra coordinate is l P = h mc, a view which is consistent with induced-matter theory [16] and equivalent by (4) with the relation between the mass and the extra component of the momentum in brane theory [20] . For the Einstein gauge (11), however, the relevant physical identification is obviously l E = Gm c 2 . This parametization goes back to at least 1990 [39] , continues to the used [14] , and is consistent with the widelyheld view that the essential role of fundamental constants is to transpose physical dimensions [40, 41] . But it is important to realize that it is only in the Planck and Einstein gauges that such simple parametizations of the mass hold. To appreciate why this is so, reconsider (1) and (11) . In the former, the proper distance in the fifth dimension, defined in analogy with the proper
In the latter, the proper distance is just l ∼ m. But in the general case the appropriate quantity to consider is ǫg 1/2 44 dl = |ǫΦ| dl where g 44 = ǫΦ 2 x A is the scalar potential [42, 43] . This is suppressed in (1), (11) but is generally present in 5D metrics which have spacelike (ǫ = −1) or timelike (ǫ = +1) extra dimensions. The appropriate line element to replace (1), (11) is
This is general insofar as it lacks g 4α but retains g 44 and does not l−factorize g αβ . The components of the 5D Ricci tensor R AB for (13) can be worked out using tedious algebra (see ref. 8, p. 58). These can be applied to both induced-matter theory and brane theory. For R AB = 0, the implied 15 relations yield naturally a set of 10 equations involving the 4D Einstein tensor, a set of 4 conservation equations and 1 wave equation. The last is
Here Φ ≡ g µν Φ ,µ;ν where a comma denotes the partial derivative and a semicolon denotes the 4D covariant derivative. Relation (14) has no analog in 4D since it comes from R 44 = 0, and has been suggested in certain versions of 5D theory as being the equation for the Higgs field which determines the masses of particles [8] . Another relation which follows from (13) for R AB = 0 and deserves attention is that for the 4D Ricci scalar. This may be shown to be given by
This alters the status of Λ as determined by vacuum spacetimes (see above).
Relations (14) and (15) require detailed study in regard to the hierarchy problem and the cosmological-constant problem encountered by old KaluzaKlein theory.
As a last comment on how (1) may be altered in form and generalized,
we remark that the signature may be changed. This results in a two-time metric of the type we have mentioned but ignored [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . However, they have interesting properties. For example, the first such found represents an exact solution of the 5D field equations which describes a wave propagating through a 4D de Sitter vacuum [25] . It is germane to point out that wavelike behaviour cannot in general be obtained simply by applying a Wick rotation to the fifth dimension as done in the Euclidean approach to 4D quantum gravity [44] . Thus l → il in (1) or (2) with dS 2 = 0 just gives back l = l 0 exp (±s L) as in (4), which is a growing or shrinking mode.
[The change is slow for s L ≪ 1, as pointed out above; and by (12) is dynamically undetectable anyway in the pure Planck and Einstein gauges with ∂g αβ ∂l = 0, since f µ = 0 and the motion is geodesic in 4D.] Neither are (1) and (2) altered by the so-called Z 2 transformation l → −l of brane theory [20] . But if we take (1) or (2) with the opposite sign for the last part of the metric and dS 2 = 0, there results l = l 0 exp (± i s L). This is an oscillating mode, and such deserve further study to see if they are related to the wave nature of particles.
It is clear from the comments above that the Planck gauge (1) and the Einstein gauge (11) are mathematically equivalent and physically special. So why are they efficacious? The answer is that both have 4D parts which are effectively momentum manifolds rather than coordinate manifolds. This is achieved respectively through the mass parametizations
These choices in old 4D theories of the scalar-tensor and scale-invariant types were referred to as reflecting the use of atomic and gravitational units [45] ;
but in the present approach they refer to the use of coordinates in an underlying theory which is 5D covariant. In the present approach, the Planck mass
as so defined lacks physical meaning, because it is a combination of constants from both gauges (16) whose only purpose in either is to transpose dimensions [40, 41, 45] . Put another way, the ratio l E l P = Gm 2 ch can be formed and set equal to unity to produce m = (ch G) 1 2 , but this involves mixing coordinates and is therefore badly defined.
Conclusion
There have been two recent results in five-dimensional relativity which are remarkable. One is the existence in general of a fifth force which acts parallel to the velocity in spacetime and can be related to a change in the (inertial) rest mass of a particle. The other is the realization that a null path in five dimensions can correspond to a timelike path in spacetime for a massive particle. Both of these results require for their evaluation a choice of coordinates or gauge. The Planck gauge (1) is so called because it leads to the usual rule of quantization (6) and an uncertainty-type relation (9) . If the scale of the 5D geometry is related to the 4D cosmological constant, there is a quantum of mass (10) . The Einstein gauge (1) is so called because it embeds the Schwarzschild solution, recognizes the Weak Equivalence Principle as a symmetry of the metric and gives back 4D geodesic motion. Both gauges are mathematically special but physically convenient because their 4D parts effectively describe momentum manifolds rather than coordinate manifolds.
Both can be generalized, notably to (13) which applies to all problems which do not involve explicit electromagnetic-type potentials. This leads to a wave equation (14) for the scalar or Higgs potential which has implications for the masses of particles, and an embedding equation (15) for the scalar curvature of spacetime which has implications for the size of the cosmological constant.
While the Planck and Einstein gauges (16) are well defined and the underlying theory is covariant, a mixture of the two that produces the Planck mass is ill defined, suggesting that if this parameter has meaning it does so in the particles like the electron. Logically, an extension of the present approach would give a geometrical account not only of bosons but also of fermions. The usual approach to this, following Dirac, is of course to factorize the 4D metric. But it is well known that in relativity the product of the classical spin and path vectors of a particle can be made to vanish.
Preliminary work on this condition in 5D shows that it leads to a relation that resembles the Dirac equation in 4D, with the mass entering as a coordinate. A related question concerns how to relate the geometrical approach to mass outlined above to the one in quantum field theory, where it arises as the eigenvalue of the mass operator in the irreducible representation of the appropriate symmetry group. If mass is geometrical in nature and described by an N (≥ 5) D field theory, the latter will in general require the introduction of symmetry groups to explain the masses and other properties of the observed elementary particles. We hope that this and other problems will provide interesting exercises for the reader.
